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ISSUE 4 QTR 2018

KTTW FOX 7/ThisTV has chosen the following issues for this quarters PSA rotation.  These 
PSA’s can be supplied locally or by misc. distribution houses who have sent PSA requests to 
the PSA Director (Scott Nelson) prior to turning in the time order for the Q4 Flight.  These 
PSA’s will run throughout the broadcast months of October, November and December (2018).  
We feel these issues deserve our support and apply to the needs of our community(s):

1. Build Dakota (Flight #1 of 3): KTTW TV was recently sent three :30 commercials 
from the South Dakota Vocational Education Dept. promoting the Build Dakota 
Scholarship Fund.  Obviously the directive for this fund is to help promote a 
scholarship available to South Dakota residents of all ages & gender.  Therefore we 
elected to download these spots and turn them into PSA’s.  “AutoTech”, “HVAC” 
and “Medical” air on a 33% rotation.

2. Boy & Girl Scouts (Flight #2 of 3): Locally produced, these two PSA’s help the 
recruitment for both Boy “and” Girl Scouts within our DMA.  It is KTTW’s 
sediment that youth enrichment is an important and these two non-profit 
organizations excel at the very thing.  Both spots will run at 50%.

3. Gun Safety (Flight #3 of 3): We feel the fall is the perfect time to run these two 
PSA’s because now is the most popular time to hunt with firearms and basic in-
house safety of guns is more prevalent.  Both spots will air an equal share 
throughout Q4 ’18.

• Each one of the spots indentified will be simulcast to air on KTTW and KTTM for a 
total of 882 PSA’s and/or 294 spots per flight (#1 - #3).  Note: these Q4 2018 PSA’s have 
local ties and were not pulled from a national FTP site(s).


